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The Peace−Building from the Viewpoint
of Southeast Asia
Yoshie Hori
The purpose of this paper is to raise some questions about Peace−
Building which have been discussed actively since the 1990s. The estab-
lishments of democracy and the market economy have already flour-
ished as “Nation−Building” since the latter half of the 19th century, al-
though these twin goals sound new in “Peace−Building” in the 1990s.
This paper points out this continuation of establishment of democ-
racy and market economy as “Nation−Building” in Southeast Asia ,
pointing out the international context of nation−building of Southeast
Asia, the rule, the policy and the assistance of international actors to
the Southeast Asia, the attempts of interdependence and self reliance by
the domestic actors.
Then, this paper concludes that the democracy and market economy
have always been the most important issues since the Imperial Period
in the 19th century. They have become the center of scholars’ attention
as “Peace−Building”, since the UN started intervening positively in post
−conflict countries under the post Cold−War. So, the democratic institu-
tion and the market economy have still faced with many difficulties in
Southeast Asia. The nations in Southeast Asia will develop them in
their own way on the basis of their indigenous cultures. It is in their va-
riety of democracies and the market economies that we find the key
which will overcome the poverty and the terrorism.
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